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Managing casino revenue is a complicated task, given the 
numerous factors that constitute the revenue equation. In 
this article, we propose a mechanism to apply revenue 
management (RM) principles to gaming pricing based on 
improved forecasting. We demonstrate that casinos can 
increase their net win by applying RM to their table games. 
Casinos already apply RM to their rooms division, and the 
approach for gaming would operate in similar fashion. The 
casino must determine how to maximize revenue or yield 
by “allocating the right type of capacity to the right kind of 
customer at the right price” (Kimes 1989, p. 15).

Implementing an omnibus hotel RM system helped 
improve gaming win per room across the Harrah’s chain by 
15 percent, because reservationists could decide what rate 
to charge each customer for a room or even turn away 
lower-value customers by taking their gaming histories and 
potential bet levels into consideration to optimize profit-
ability overall (Underwood 2003). Harrah’s Cherokee Hotel 
and Casino, which opened with an RM system already in 
place, reported a 60 percent margin on gross revenue (Smith 
2006). In general, however, RM research for gaming has 
been limited (Ferguson, Metters, and Crystal 2008), and 
few casinos benefit from RM research and applicable tech-
niques. We believe they are truly leaving the money on the 
table.

Revenue management can be used to set table game lim-
its and to open and close tables, even though there are 
differences between the sale of hotel rooms and the “sale”  
of table games, where the price is the house’s net win  

(or players’ net loss). In RM terms, one major difference 
between hotel rooms and casino table games is that casinos 
and players can adjust the price of playing such games dur-
ing the game, while hotels and customers cannot change a 
room price once a booking has been confirmed. This “vari-
able pricing” makes revenue management of casino table 
games more challenging than in other contexts. Varying the 
table game limits can greatly affect gaming revenue because 
players may have different levels of expected utility (Gu 
2007), with the table limit determining their willingness to 
gamble and how much to pay for their experience. Since the 
highest-betting gamblers are estimated to pay 20 to 50 times 
more than their lowest-betting counterparts, casinos want to 
ensure that these high-betting players always have a spot, 
even though it would mean that lower-betting gamblers 
may not get a chance to play (Ferguson, Metters, and Crystal 
2008). Most casinos use a rudimentary form of revenue 
management by adjusting limits and opening and closing 
tables based on their managers’ judgment. Even though the 
managers may apply expert judgment, this occurs without 
the support of scientific data analysis. For casinos to achieve 
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Abstract

Revenue management (RM) principles can apply to casino table games just as they do many other service industry 
operations. Creating a sound and feasible RM model for casinos relies foremost on the ability to create a demand forecast 
that accounts for the intermittent demand patterns of casino table games. Using a modified Croston’s approach to forecast 
demand, this article proposes a revenue optimization model to help managers determine how many tables to open and 
what limits to set. Empirical tests of historical data for hourly demand at blackjack tables in a casino in Ontario, Canada, 
show that the theoretical win amounts derived using RM applications exceeded the theoretical win actually recorded by 
the casino. By recording players’ betting patterns and speed of play, the casino industry should be able to use this model 
to improve on the current practice of opening and closing tables according to intuition and historic demand patterns. With 
the data in hand, casinos should be able to implement the model without substantial difficulty.
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an optimal level of revenue, we believe that they need a 
systematic and feasible table game RM model.

Here’s why we believe that the casino industry would 
benefit greatly by applying our proposed table game RM 
model. Using the model, managers can identify their high-
betting players, predict the demand patterns of the most 
desirable gamblers, and match supply with gamblers’ 
demand. A characteristic of table games operations is that, 
unlike hotel room operations, variable costs (mostly payroll 
expenses, and some cards and dice expenses) can offset a 
significant percentage of total gaming revenue, especially 
on low-limit games, which therefore would have a lower 
profit margin. The variable costs are less of an issue for 
high-stakes games, as we discuss later, but in either case 
casinos should explore how to maximize table game reve-
nue to the extent possible (Kilby, Fox, and Lucas 2005). As 
Lieberman (2004, p. 93) has indicated, there is frustration in 
the RM field at managers’ hesitation to invest resources to 
“determine whether the newly developed theories and 
approaches actually work.” Our study addresses Lieberman’s 
concern by proposing an easy-to-adopt casino table game 
RM model and empirically testing it.

Literature Review
Our model is based on the principles set forth in the litera-
ture on revenue management as it relates to the casino 
industry and to forecasting techniques.

Casino Revenue Management
As we mentioned above, Harrah’s Total Rewards Player 
program is based on revenue management, as described by 
Talluri and Van Ryzin (2005), who explored a gaming 
value function in determining a customized room rate based 
on the customer’s segment. Kuyumcu (2002) compared 
RM applications for a hotel property and a gaming resort, 
noting that the resort’s applications are much more compli-
cated because customers are segmented based on their gam-
ing valuation, as well as their length of stay and room 
occupancy. Thus you might have two players each worth 
$300 gaming value sharing a room while a single player 
worth $200 might be staying alone, which one could argue 
is backwards to how management might want it. Gaming 
resort RM also must take into account the effects of special 
events such as blackjack tournaments or concerts.

Focusing more directly on the gaming tables, Gu (2007) 
discussed ways in which casinos can enhance gaming rev-
enue, such as changing bet limits, providing “comps,” 
manipulating potential players’ subjective probability of 
winning, and adjusting the hold, all of which influence 
players’ expected utility of playing casino games.

In another study of table game RM, Peister (2007) applied 
a survival analysis model known as Cox proportional hazard 

regression to determine table game minima and allocate 
table capacity by minimum-wager segment. For allocating 
table minima, he used an allocation model based on an 
expected marginal seat revenue (EMSR) framework (origi-
nally developed for airlines). While Peister’s study is to be 
commended for enhancing the body of knowledge regarding 
table game RM, it had several limitations, including unlikely 
assumptions and the fact that the complexity of Cox regres-
sion and the exponential mathematics made the model dif-
ficult to execute and interpret.

While our study appears to address the same question as 
Peister’s (2007), ours was different than his in several 
aspects. First, our proposed table game RM model is easier 
to apply and addresses the issue of potential zero demand 
(i.e., no bet) in a forecasting window. Second, forecasting 
unconstrained demand (e.g., censored data) as shown in 
Peister’s study appeared to be unwarranted and unrealistic. 
Third, our study compares the simulated results with actual 
casino table game revenue to show incremental table game 
revenue improvement as a result of the proposed table 
game RM model. Finally, rather than use table minimum as 
the table-game price, our study measures theoretical win.

Forecasting Techniques
As we just indicated, forecasting is one of the major chal-
lenges in applying the RM concept to the hospitality and 
service industry. Accurate and detailed forecasts are, how-
ever, of the utmost importance to any RM system to ensure 
accurate recommendations for rate and availability 
(Weatherford and Kimes 2003).

Numerous forecasting methods have been tested in the 
hospitality industry, including classical pickup, advanced 
pickup, linear regression, simple exponential smoothing, 
advanced pickup plus exponential smoothing (Chen and 
Kachani 2007), moving average methods, and Holt’s dou-
ble exponential smoothing (Weatherford and Kimes 2003). 
These models are based on some combination of historical 
and advanced booking patterns (Chen and Kachani 2007). 
Using data from Choice Hotels and Marriott Hotels, for 
example, Weatherford and Kimes (2003) compared the 
various forecasting methods and showed that exponential 
smoothing, pickup, and moving average models are the 
most robust, followed by linear regression. Chen and 
Kachani (2007) also identified simple exponential smooth-
ing as the most robust forecasting method. However, these 
methods fail to consider the common situation when some 
seats remain empty at a table or a player chooses not to bet 
on a hand. These forecasting approaches simply smooth 
over the zero and nonzero values found in such intermittent 
data.

Consequently, we adopted Croston’s method, one of the 
most widely used approaches to forecasting intermittent 
demand, albeit with revisions (Shenstone and Hyndman 2005). 
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This method has been found to be more accurate than expo-
nential smoothing. However, studies have also shown that 
although it performs accurately with simulated data, it is less 
accurate when real data are used (Syntetos and Boylan 
2001). One critical issue is that Croston’s method assumes 
that its sample space (i.e., demand) includes negative values, 
which would not occur in practice (Shenstone and Hyndman 
2005). A superior approach is a modified Croston’s method, 
the log-Croston model, which uses log transformations of 
both demand levels and interarrival times to restrict the sam-
ple space to positive demand only (Shenstone and Hyndman 
2005). Another revision was needed to overcome the limita-
tion in Croston’s method in which the expected estimate of 
demand per time period is always biased. Syntetos and 
Boylan’s (2001) proposed revision gives approximately 
unbiased demand-per-period estimates and has been shown 
to be more accurate than the original method. With these 
revisions, we considered Croston’s method suitable to pre-
dict the demand patterns of table games in our study.

One of the issues that RM forecasting needs to address is 
the level of aggregation. Weatherford, Kimes, and Scott 
(2001, p. 65) showed that “a purely disaggregated forecast 
(even though it meant forecasting smaller numbers) strongly 
outperformed even the best aggregated forecast,” and also 
produced the lowest error. These findings indicated that it is 
more beneficial and accurate to forecast at a detailed level. 
To obtain the necessary data, the researchers suggested that 
hotel revenue managers should track arrivals by rate cate-
gory and length of stay for each day of the planning hori-
zon. Along this line, in our study, we examined the demand 
pattern on an hourly basis and categorized the demand by 
the average wager.

Decomposing Table Game Pricing
Table game pricing differs from that of other services or 
products, because the “price” can be negative when the 
house loses. Moreover, the price of table game services is 
considered relatively uncertain for both the vendor and the 
consumer before the transaction takes place and fluctuates 
widely in the short term.

Revenue Indicator
Managers in the casino industry usually rely on two sets of 
table game revenue indicators: the theoretical win and the 
actual win. The theoretical win is mainly used for internal 
analysis purposes and reflects how much the casino would 
expect to win from customers’ game play as calculated 
hourly, daily, or per trip. For example, hourly theoretical 
win is the product of the average wager, total hands played 
per hour, and the house advantage of a game. Daily theo-
retical win is the product of the hourly theoretical win and 
the number of hours played during a designated 24-hour 

period. If other factors are held constant, the higher the 
average wager, the higher the theoretical win per hour. Just 
as hotels adjust room rates according to demand patterns, 
casinos can adjust the minimum table limit to improve 
yield. As the limit goes up, players must raise their wagers 
if they want to continue playing, thus pushing up the aver-
age wager. Furthermore, raising the maximum bet may 
encourage players to raise their bets, so the average wager 
rises and consequently increases for the whole table. The 
actual win, which is reported as casino revenue, is the sum 
of all players’ net losses to the casino and is also largely 
subject to the variation of the minimum table limit.

In the long run, the actual win should approach or be 
equal to the theoretical win. However, in the short term, the 
two values may vary significantly. We used theoretical win 
as the revenue indicator in our study, or the theoretical price 
of playing table games, because it provides more accurate 
results when the games are managed on an hourly basis. 
Furthermore, it reflects the ultimate value of players to the 
casino (Kilby, Fox, and Lucas 2005).

Traditional Casino “Revenue Management”
Casino managers are adept at changing game limits and 
opening and closing tables based on their perceptions of 
demand. So, they often have lower table game limits during 
the daytime and on weekdays and raise them in the evening 
and on weekends or when they see that most of the tables 
are occupied. Limits may be changed for subsequent hands 
even while players are sitting at the table. The way manag-
ers adjust these limits appears to be reasonable, but we 
believe decisions to adjust limits may be better supported 
by systematic modeling and analysis.

Similarly, casino managers make decisions to open 
tables when players are arriving or waiting for a spot to 
play. Even though a crowded table may stimulate players’ 
wagering momentum, the game speed may be slowed down 
by having so many spots open at once. Indeed, hands per 
hour per spot and the number of spots played per table are 
negatively correlated, as shown in Exhibit 1, which presents 
the relationship between the two variables for a seven-spot 

Exhibit 1:
Blackjack Game Speed by Players per Table

Players per Table Hands per Hour

1 209
2 139
3 105
4 84
5 70
6 60
7 52

Source: Kilby, Fox and Lucas (2005).
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blackjack table (Kilby, Fox, and Lucas 2005). We observed 
a similar relationship in our casino time and motion study. 
It should be noted, however, that the numbers shown in 
Exhibit 1 might vary according to the speed of card shuf-
fling and dealing and players’ decision making during their 
next moves.

House Advantage
The house advantage in the calculation of the theoretical 
win is a constant, determined by the rules of the game. The 
house advantage for blackjack is normally 1.5 percent, but 
may vary according the rules of play at different casinos. 
By comparison, the house advantage for roulette is 5.26 
percent, and for baccarat, 1.6 percent (Kilby, Fox, and 
Lucas 2005).

Optimizing Table Game Revenues
As in other industries, the application of RM in table game 
operations requires a two-step approach. The first step is to 
forecast table game demand by table limit (or average 
wager) categories. In the second step, managers assign 
tables to different categories according to the forecast to 
maximize yield. Just as hotel operators allocate guest 
rooms to different rate categories to accommodate custom-
ers with different lodging budgets, table game operators set 
up different table-limit ranges to cater to customers of dif-
ferent wagering calibers. Table limits at some low-end 
casinos could go as low as $5 per hand to entice more play-
ers, while limits at some high-end establishments could go 
as high as $5,000 per hand or above.

Step One: Forecasting Demand 
by Average Wager Category
Since RM aims to maximize revenue by allocating the 
right type of capacity to the right kind of customer at the 
right price, forecasting demand by table-limit category is 
essential, even though that demand may fluctuate sub-
stantially from hour to hour on either an aggregate or an 
individual category level. Since there may be no bets in 
certain table limit categories during some time periods, 
this is where we can apply Croston’s (1972) modified 
method.

Using the notations suggested by Shenstone and Hyndman 
(2005), we used equations (1) and (2) to separately forecast 
the (j + 1)th nonzero demand size (Zj) and inter-arrival time 
between successive games, or sales (which we call demands, 
Pj) based on observations up to demand j:

 Zj = (1 – α) Zj–1 + αYj* (1)
 Pj = (1 – α) Pj–1 + αQj (2)

where, jt is the number of periods with nonzero demand 
during interval [0, t] (the subscription t on j is dropped for 
ease of notation in the equations);

Yj* is the size of the jth nonzero demand;
Qj is the inter-arrival time between Yj–1* and Yj*; and
α is the smoothing constant (0 < α < 1).
Let Yh be the table game demand during the hour h  

and l = jn the last period of demand. The estimated table 
game demand at hour (h + 1), or Ŷh+1, can therefore be cal-
culated by the ratio: 

Ŷh+1 = Zl / Pl

Since the demand indicator for spots played cannot be a 
fraction, Ŷh+1 is rounded up to the nearest whole integer. 
The reason that values of Ŷh+1 are rounded up is to avoid 
omitting demand. For example, if we have a forecasted 
demand of 0.4 spots played, rounding down shows zero 
demand, which is not the case. An optimal smoothing con-
stant α, where 0 < α < 1, for each of the different table-limit 
categories that yield the smallest mean absolute deviation 
(MAD) is identified using hourly data on the spots played 
at different table-limit categories. This deviation is used in 
the above equations to forecast hourly table game demand.

Step Two: Develop  
Hourly Table-Opening Plan
In this step, we show how hourly table game revenue can 
be maximized by allocating table capacity based on fore-
casted demand. Essentially, a table-opening plan answers 
two questions; first, how many tables should be open dur-
ing a given hour and second, at what limit.

If the goal is to maximize a casino’s total revenue for the 
blackjack game, we can use the following revenue optimi-
zation model to maximize the theoretical win:

s.t.

where i refers to table number and j represents the table 
limit category. Thus, for table limit category j: Xij is the 
table opening indicator (Xij = 1 when table i is open and 
Xij = 0 when table i is not open); Sij is the number of spots 
played at table i; Hij is hands per hour per player (gaming 
speed) at table i; and Wij is average wager at table i. Dj is 
the total demand (spots played) at the table limit category j, 
and A is house advantage.
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We assume that table game players are evenly distrib-
uted across tables with the same limit. For example, if there 
are five tables open at a $25 limit with a demand of ten 
spots for the $25 table, we then assume there will be two 
spots played at each table. This assumption is based in part 
on our observation that players in the casino generally 
would spread out evenly. Only occasionally did players 
crowd around certain tables and leave others vacant. The 
game speed variable Hij depends on the number of spots 
played per table. If all ten players (assuming each only 
plays one spot) are playing at two tables while the other 
three tables are vacant, then the total hands played in this 
situation would be considerably lower than when the play-
ers are evenly distributed across the five tables. Another 
important assumption is that the average wager Wij is uni-
formly distributed within the table limit range. The average 
wager could be any number between the minimum and the 
maximum table limits.

Data
We obtained historical data showing hourly demand for the 
blackjack game by table limit category from September 1, 
2005, to September 30, 2007, from a casino in Ontario, 
Canada. We should note that this article applies RM to 
blackjack, but the same methodology could also be applied 
to other games.

This casino had seventeen blackjack tables, each having 
six playing spots, with limits that ranged from $5 to $100. To 
collect the data, the pit managers surveyed each table every 
hour on the hour, and input the following data into a com-
puter: table minimum limit, spots played, spots available, and 
average wager. An earlier time and motion study at this casino 
had revealed similar game speed statistics (i.e., hands per 
hour per player) as those provided by Kilby, Fox, and Lucas 
(2005) and shown in Exhibit 1. Consequently, we used Kilby, 
Fox, and Lucas’s game speed statistics to calculate the theo-
retical win, using a typical house advantage of 1.5 percent.

We used spots played as a demand indicator and catego-
rized demand into six average wager categories: $5 to less 
than $10 (Category 1), $10 to less than $15 (Category 2), 
$15 to less than $25 (Category 3), $25 to less than $50 
(Category 4), $50 to less than $75 (Category 5), and $75 to 
$100 (Category 6).

Model Application
Forecasting Demand by  
Average Wager Category

Using the hourly data to solve equations (1) and (2), we 
applied Microsoft Excel Solver to find the optimal smooth-
ing constant for each category to be used in forecasting the 
hourly demand, as shown in Exhibit 2.

Using Croston’s method and the smoothing constants set 
out in Exhibit 2, we can use current-hour demand to fore-
cast demand for the next hour. Exhibit 3 lists the actual and 
forecasted demand by average wager category for a ran-
domly selected hour, 22:00-22:59, on September 21, 2007.

Hourly Table-Opening Plan
While table managers commonly adjust limits to accom-
modate the highest-wagering players, they rarely address 
gaming speed. They change the limits according to demand, 
based on their intuition or, in some cases, demand fore-
casts. Adjusting the gaming speed requires quantitative 
analysis, particularly since high game table utilization 
slows the game and may reduce profitability (Kilby, Fox, 
and Lucas 2005). We demonstrate this notion in Exhibit 4, 
which shows the results of a comparison of two possible 
table use schemes. Say that six players (each playing one 
spot) are willing to bet $100 a hand for an hour. The casino 
could either open up six tables with one player per table for 
a higher gaming speed, or open only one table with all six 
players to obtain a lower personnel cost, but also a slower 
gaming speed. Exhibit 4 shows that it makes economic 
sense to do the former because it brings the casino both the 
highest theoretical win and the highest contribution margin.

However, things get complicated when we need to deter-
mine the number of tables to open for more than one demand 

Exhibit 2:
Optimal Smoothing Constant α for Croston’s Forecast-
ing Method

Average Wager Category α

$5 to <$10 0.044
$10 to <$15 0.003
$15 to <$25 0.519
$25 to <$50 0.635
$50 to <$75 0.397
$75 to $100 0.468

Exhibit 3:
Table Game Demand (Spots Played) at 22:00 on  
September 21, 2007

Table Limit 
Category ID No.

Average Wager 
Range

Actual 
Demand

Forecast 
Demanda

1 $5 to <$10 0 0
2 $10 to <$15 0 0
3 $15 to <$25 2 6
4 $25 to <$50 40 20
5 $50 to <$75 16 10
6 $75 to $100 6 3

a. Represents forecasted demand under various table limit category using 
the Croston’s method.
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segment. For example, if there are an additional six players 
who can only afford to bet $50 a hand, should we keep all 
six tables at the $100 minimum, or switch one of the six 
tables to accommodate the demand of the $50 players? To 
answer this question and maximize total table game reve-
nue, the option that results in the highest theoretical win 
should be selected. Instead of one or two limits, we use the 
optimization model to determine the optimal table opening 
plan for the casino’s seventeen blackjack tables at six table 
limit categories for the randomly selected hour (i.e., 22:00 
to 22:59 on September 21, 2007). Although the demand for 
table games varies from hour to hour, the revenue manage-
ment principles remain the same.

We used Oracle Crystal Ball software to run our optimi-
zation model for two scenarios. In scenario A, we used 
actual demand, which can be considered as a perfect fore-
cast. In scenario B, we forecasted demand using Croston’s 
Method from step one, which is a more realistic forecast 
because we usually cannot attain 100 percent forecast accu-
racy. The result of the decision variable Xij that yields the 
maximum table game theoretical win can be used by man-
agers in determining how many tables to open and at what 
table limit, as shown in Exhibit 5.

Scenario A assumes that managers know the table game 
demand by table-limit segments precisely in advance (the 
perfect forecast). Under scenario A, the results of the opti-
mization model suggest that the operator should open 17 
tables: two at a $75 minimum, five at a $50 minimum, nine 
at a $25 minimum, and one at a $15 minimum (as shown in 
Exhibit 6). Scenario B assumes that managers do not know 
exact demand in advance but can rely on models such as 

Croston’s method to forecast demand with limited accu-
racy. According to scenario B, table game managers should 
also open all 17 tables, but in this case should assign them 
to different table minimum categories: one at a $75 mini-
mum, four at a $50 minimum, nine at a $25 minimum, and 
three at a $15 table minimum (Exhibit 7).

The casino’s current table opening practice is to use a 
base weekly table opening plan that is adjusted quarterly 
based on historical average utilization data for each hour of 
the day. The base weekly table opening plan is not fixed. 
Considering factors that could affect demand, such as an 
incoming snow storm, promotions, or other events, table 
game managers have the flexibility to adjust each hour’s 

Exhibit 4:
Sample Scenarios of Table Opening Plans to Accommo-
date Six Players at $100 Average Wager

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

Tables open 6 3 2 1
Players per 

table
1 2 3 6

Utilization, % 17% 33% 50% 100%
Hands per 

hour per 
player

209 139 105 60

Total hands 
from six 
players

1,254 834 630 360

Theoretical 
win

$1,881 $1,251 $945 $540

Total variable 
costsa

$180 $90 $60 $30

Contribution 
marginb

$1,701 $1,161 $885 $510

a. Variable costs are estimated at $30 per table per hour, including 
wages and cards expenses.
b. Assuming no gaming tax.

Exhibit 5:
Table Game Demand (Spots Played) at 22:00 on  
September 21, 2007

Scenario A: 
Table Opening Plan 
Based on Perfect 

Forecasting

Scenario B: 
Table Opening Plan 
Based on Croston’s 

Forecasting
Table 
Limit 
Minimum

Table Limit 
Maximum

Average Wager 
Category

Actual 
Demand

Tables 
Open

Forecast 
Demand

Tables 
Open

$5 $10 $5 to <$10 0 0 0 0
$10 $15 $10 to less than $15 0 0 0 0
$15 $25 $15 to <$25 2 1 6 3
$25 $50 $25 to <$50 40 9 20 9
$50 $75 $50 to <$75 16 5 10 4
$75 $100 $75 to $100 6 2 3 1
Total 64 17 39 17

Exhibit 6:
Proposed Table Opening Plan and Resultant Total Hands 
Played at Each Table under Scenario A (i.e., Perfect Fore-
cast)

Table 
ID

Table Open 
(Yes/No)

Table 
Minimum

Table 
Maximum

Spots 
Played

Hands 
Per Player

Total 
Hands

212 Yes $75 $100 3 105 315
213 Yes $75 $100 3 105 315
306 Yes $50 $75 3 105 315
307 Yes $50 $75 3 105 315
310 Yes $50 $75 3 105 315
311 Yes $50 $75 3 105 315
312 Yes $50 $75 4 84 336
313 Yes $25 $50 4 84 336
314 Yes $25 $50 4 84 336
315 Yes $25 $50 4 84 336
316 Yes $25 $50 4 84 336
401 Yes $25 $50 4 84 336
402 Yes $25 $50 5 70 350
403 Yes $25 $50 5 70 350
404 Yes $25 $50 5 70 350
405 Yes $25 $50 5 70 350
406 Yes $15 $25 2 139 278
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base table opening plan by employing part-time and on-call 
dealers. In addition, table game managers may assign full-
time dealers to side tasks (i.e., pre-shuffling cards) during 
off-peak hours when some tables are closed.

To check whether the proposed RM model is effective in 
increasing yield, we used actual demand to calculate the 
theoretical win at 22:00 on September 21, 2007, using the 
casino’s actual table opening plan (see Exhibit 8). We com-
pared this outcome with the results derived from the two 
scenarios generated by the RM model (see Exhibit 9), again 
calculating theoretical wins using simulation runs generated 

by Oracle Crystal Ball. Three of four factors are certain in 
calculating theoretical win, namely the 1.5 percent house 
advantage, the number of hands per hour per spot, and the 
number of spots played per table (referring to Exhibits 6 
and 7). However, the fourth factor, average wager, could be 
any number between table minimum and table maximum 
(again as shown Exhibits 6 and 7). Therefore, we set the 
average wager as a random number between the table 
minimum and the table maximum, assuming uniform 
distribution.

The results indicated that the table opening plan derived 
using the RM approach with a perfect forecast—which is, 
of course, an impossibility—gave the highest theoretical 
win of $4,171, or 42 percent more than the actual figure of 
$2,941. More to the point, the table opening plan derived 
from the RM approach using Croston’s forecast demand 
had a theoretical win of $3,591, or 22 percent more than the 
actual figure. While the Croston’s results are an improve-
ment, we suggest that any forecasting method that is supe-
rior to Croston’s will help table game managers to increase 
yield toward the maximum level of theoretical win as 
derived under the perfect forecast scenario.

To further explore whether the proposed RM model is 
also effective in increasing yields at other hours, we applied 
the same approach to the remaining hours on September 21, 
2007. The results are listed in Exhibit 10.

These results indicated that the table opening plan 
derived from the RM approach with a perfect forecast pro-
duced superior outcomes at all hours, and yielded a total 
theoretical win for the day of $28,770, or 72 percent more 
than the actual theoretical win. The table opening plan 

Exhibit 7:
Proposed Table Opening Plan and Resultant Total Hands 
Played at Each Table under Scenario B (i.e., Croston’s 
Forecast)

Table 
ID

Table Open 
(Yes/No)

Table 
Minimum

Table 
Maximum

Spots 
Played

Hands Per 
Player

Total 
Hands

212 Yes $75 $100 6 60 360
213 Yes $50 $75 4 84 336
306 Yes $50 $75 4 84 336
307 Yes $50 $75 4 84 336
310 Yes $50 $75 4 84 336
311 Yes $25 $50 4 84 336
312 Yes $25 $50 4 84 336
313 Yes $25 $50 4 84 336
314 Yes $25 $50 4 84 336
315 Yes $25 $50 4 84 336
316 Yes $25 $50 5 70 350
401 Yes $25 $50 5 70 350
402 Yes $25 $50 5 70 350
403 Yes $25 $50 5 70 350
404 Yes $15 $25 1 209 209
405 Yes $15 $25 1 209 209
406 Yes $15 $25 0 209 0

Exhibit 8:
Theoretical Win Calculation for the Hour Commencing 
22:00 on September 21, 2007

Table 
ID

Table Open 
(Yes/No)

Table 
Minimum

Table 
Maximum

Spots 
Played

Average 
Bet

Hands 
Per 

Player
Total 

Hands
Theoretical 

Win

212 Yes $25 $100 5 $70 70 350 $368
213 Yes $25 $100 6 $50 60 360 $270
306 No − − − − − − −
307 Yes $15 $100 6 $38 60 360 $205
310 Yes $25 $100 5 $40 70 350 $210
311 No − − − − − − −
312 Yes $100 $100 6 $100 60 360 $540
313 Yes $15 $100 6 $35 60 360 $189
314 Yes $15 $100 6 $33 60 360 $178
315 Yes $15 $100 6 $27 60 360 $146
316 Yes $15 $100 2 $20 139 278 $83
401 No − − − − − − −
402 Yes $25 $100 6 $42 60 360 $227
403 Yes $25 $100 5 $40 70 350 $210
404 Yes $25 $100 5 $60 70 350 $315
405 No − − − − − − −
406 No − − − − − – −
Total $2,941

Exhibit 9:
Crystal Ball Simulation Results of Theoretical Win with 
Actual Demand

Theoretical Win 
under Scenario 

A Opening 
Plan (Perfect 
Forecasting)

Theoretical Win 
under Scenario 

B Opening 
Plan (Croston’s 

Forecasting)

Monte Carlo 
simulation trials

10,000 10,000

Mean $4,171 $3,595
Median $4,174 $3,591
Standard deviation $382 $366
Variance $145,758 $133,699
Skewness −0.0087 0.0052
Kurtosis 2.24 2.15
Coefficient of 

variability
0.0915 0.1017

Minimum $3,173 $2,719
Maximum $5,161 $4,459
Range width $1,988 $1,740
Mean standard error $4 $4
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derived from the RM approach using Croston’s forecasted 
demand also generated favorable outcomes for 23 of the 
24 hours investigated, and resulted in a total theoretical win 
of $16,617 or 42 percent more than the actual theoretical 
win for the day. The only unfavorable outcome, which was 
observed during the hour commencing at 08:00, was due to 
undesirable forecasting inaccuracy. The sharp increase in 
demand from 07:00 to 08:00 highlighted one of the weak-
nesses of time series forecasting methods, which are often 
inaccurate when there were sudden changes from previous 
periods.

In practice, one possible solution to this kind of situation 
is to have an analyst or table game manager conduct a real-
ity check on the forecasted demand and make adjustments 
accordingly before using the forecasted demand to develop 
the table opening plan. Even with that one forecasting fail-
ure, the total theoretical win for the day using the proposed 
table opening plan would have been 42 percent greater than 
the actual theoretical win.

Although the RM approach we demonstrated here is 
intended to maximize table game revenue, it could also be 

applied to maximize the contribution margin by taking vari-
able cost into account. As we mentioned above, this is less 
a factor for high-end casinos than for lower-end casinos, 
where a focus on maximizing table game contribution mar-
gin instead of revenue would make sense.

Whether one opts to maximize revenue or contribution 
margin also depends on the structure of the casino’s labor 
force. For casinos without the flexibility to adjust their 
staffing according to demand level or other factors, the logi-
cal approach might be to maximize revenue. On the other 
hand, for casinos with a high percentage of on-call or part-
time employees, maximizing contribution margin may be 
more sensible.

Compared to other existing table game RM approaches, 
our proposed optimization model appears to be reasonably 
feasible. The hourly data required (i.e., spots played, aver-
age wager, and table limit information) could be easily 
obtained and input into the casino management system by 
table game supervisors. Many existing table game manage-
ment systems, such as Table Touch, have the functionality 
to store such data. An optimization module based on 

Exhibit 10:
Theoretical Win of All Hours on September 21, 2007

Actual 
Theoretical 

Win

Theoretical Win under Scenario 
1 Opening Plan (Perfect 

Forecast)

Theoretical Win under Scenario 
2 Opening Plan (Croston’s 

Forecasting)

Hour Commencing $ $ Incremental % $ Incremental %

12:00 3,178 4,646 46% 3,502 10%
01:00 3,037 4,908 62% 3,780 24%
02:00 2,208 3,249 47% 2,412 9%
03:00 2,035 3,704 82% 3,382 66%
04:00 1,103 2,274 106% 2,270 106%
05:00 508 1,005 98% 811 60%
06:00 195 416 113% 415 113%
07:00 334 753 125% 753 125%
08:00 1,373 2,871 109% 867 -37%
09:00 1,493 2,905 95% 2,131 43%
10:00 1,305 2,585 98% 1,976 51%
11:00 1,474 2,016 37% 1,520 3%
12:00 1,218 2,316 90% 2,055 69%
13:00 1,296 2,849 120% 2,534 95%
14:00 1,232 2,646 115% 2,545 107%
15:00 1,364 2,784 104% 2,645 94%
16:00 1,276 2,175 70% 2,169 70%
17:00 1,802 3,038 69% 2,767 54%
18:00 1,509 2,559 70% 2,518 67%
19:00 950 2,139 125% 2,133 125%
20:00 2,737 3,865 41% 2,793 2%
21:00 2,363 4,232 79% 3,177 34%
22:00 2,941 4,171 42% 3,595 22%
23:00 2,904 4,500 55% 3,700 27%
Total 39,835 68,605 72% 56,452 42%
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forecast demand could be easily incorporated in the existing 
table game management system.

Conclusion
In this article, we have shown how casinos can extend their 
revenue management strategies beyond the rooms depart-
ment to table games using a forecasting method that is more 
effective than simply using intuition or historical data. 
Casino managers may decide to experiment with and vali-
date our proposed model using their own data set to gauge 
the potential incremental revenue resulting from the use of 
the model. Proficient analysts and a small investment in 
optimization software would be required, but the model can 
be set up and tested on a sufficiently powerful personal 
computer. To implement the system, a casino would want 
to invest in a computer with sufficient power to fully carry 
out the model’s processing requirements in real time. As 
we have demonstrated, the return on such an investment 
could be substantial. Our test of the model along with the 
modified Croston’s forecasting method showed that the 
Canadian casino would have brought in more than $16,000 
incremental revenue (i.e., theoretical win) for its seventeen 
blackjack tables on a single day.

Some limitations should be noted here. First, the limita-
tion of table game technology at most casinos prevents us 
from obtaining perfectly accurate information on average 
wager and game speed. To remedy the inevitable weakness 
of human observation, casinos could invest in information 
technology and use casino chips and cards that contain 
radio frequency identification (RFID) chips (Lucas 2011; 
Wyld 2008). RFID chips, together with a sensor installed on 
gaming tables, make it possible to track each wager made 
and the game speed of each spot played. As a result, play-
ers’ wagering information could be more accurately 
recorded, which would improve the theoretical win calcula-
tion derived from our proposed RM model. While the cost 
of RFID is rapidly falling, the technologies may still be pro-
hibitively high for most casinos. When casinos are able to 
install RFID, the accuracy of the model presented in this 
paper can be greatly improved, and we anticipate that our 
proposed RM approach will become more valuable for 
casino operators. Second, although Croston’s method is 
suitable for forecasting table game demand, other sophisti-
cated or simple methods could be developed and tested. 
This would enable other possible determinants of demand 
to be taken into account to improve forecasts.

Future research directions are clear. First, players’ skill 
levels could be considered and incorporated into the cal-
culation of theoretical win. If everything else is held con-
stant, novice players may be at a greater disadvantage 
compared to their more experienced counterparts when 
playing table games against the casino, thus affecting the 

house advantage. However, observing skill levels would 
require more effort from casino staff. Second, the RM 
model proposed here seeks to maximize yield based on the 
idea that the number of blackjack tables and seats is consid-
ered as fixed. Future studies may consider maximizing 
overall revenues with the possibility of changing game 
types. For example, based on forecast demand, casinos 
could, for instance, seek to increase the number of craps 
tables and reduce the number of Pai Gow Tiles tables to 
maximize the casino’s overall revenue.
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